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There has been renewed interest in studying supersonic modes in hypersonic boundary layers. Recent

computational results have shown supersonicmodes in hot-wall flows, upending the notion that they exist only in cold-

wall flows. Furthermore, supersonic modes with larger peak growth rates than the second mode have been

encountered in a very blunt cone geometry. Therefore, conditions leading to supersonic modes and their dominant

amplification must be thoroughly and systematically investigated. Specifically, the impact of wall temperature in

high-enthalpy environments is of immediate interest. This work uses thermochemical nonequilibrium direct

numerical simulation (DNS) and linear stability theory (LST) to simulate Mach 10 flow over a 1 mm nose radius

axisymmetric cone. Despite LST results indicating no supersonic modes in either the hot- or cold-wall flow, DNS

results indicate their presence in both cases, with the coldwall exciting the supersonicmode comparably to the second

mode. Further fast Fourier transform analyses suggest that this was a result of the nonlinear interaction between an

unstable subsonicmodeS, stable supersonicmodeF1, and the slowacoustic spectrum.Because the supersonicmode in

the cold-wall case had a comparable growth rate to the second mode, the supersonic mode could impact transition

unexpectedly if not accounted for.

Nomenclature

�a = mean sound speed, m∕s
cr = phase speed, m∕s
f = frequency, kHz
�M = complex relative Mach number
M∞ = freestream Mach number
N = N-factor
p = pressure, kPa
s = streamwise distance, m; or species
T = translation–rotation temperature, K
TV = vibration temperature, K
Tw = wall temperature, K
�u = mean tangential velocity, m∕s
αr = wave number, 1∕m
−αi = growth rate, 1∕m
ω = dimensional circular frequency
∞ = freestream

I. Introduction

T HE laminar–turbulent boundary-layer transition location in the
hypersonic regime is of particular interest because of the

drastically increased drag and heating associated with turbulent flow
[1–3]. Thermal protection systems (TPSs) to defend against the high
heat flux are often specified with a large factor of safety. Therefore,
accurately modeling the mechanisms leading to transition can have a
significant payoff in terms of the reduction of this factor of safety,
reducing TPS weight, thereby enabling a larger vehicle payload.
The dominant instability mechanism leading to transition in the

hypersonic regime at zero angle of attack with low environmental
noise is Mack’s second mode [4]. The second mode has been
visualized as a trapped acoustic wave between the wall and the
relative sonic line [1,3,5,6]; however, that description is only strictly

valid under very particular and often unrealistic circumstances [6–8].

Specifically, the trapped acoustic wave only applies in the large-

wave-number limit for a neutral disturbance. In reality, these

assumptions are too restrictive, although the physical picture is

qualitatively similar. Nevertheless, such a visualization is instructive

to those performing direct numerical simulation (DNS) and

experiments. A schematic for the second mode is shown in Fig. 1.

Note the importance of the relative sonic line ys, indicated by
�M�ys� � −1, where

�M�y� � �u�y� − c

�a�y�

where �u�y� is the local mean flow velocity tangential to the wall,

c � ω∕
����������������
β2 � α2

p
is the disturbance propagation speed (with ω the

circular frequency, β the spanwisewave number, and α the streamwise

wave number), and �a�y� is the local mean flow speed of sound. The

disturbance propagation speed c is constant in the wall-normal

direction for the entire disturbance structure at a fixed frequency and

location. Between the sonic line and the wall, the disturbance is

propagating downstream supersonically with respect to the mean flow

velocity, resulting in the acousticlike behavior. Again, the acoustic

description of the flow is only exact in very particular circumstances

[6–8] but provides a qualitatively similar description of the flow in

reality. Outside of the sonic line, the disturbance propagates

subsonically. At the critical layer [ �M�yc� � 0], ropelike structures are
observed both numerically [9–11] and experimentally [12,13].

Because the disturbance travels subsonically in the freestream

[ �M�y� < 1], the traditional second mode is referred to as a

subsonic mode.
When the phase speed of the disturbance is supersonic with respect

to the mean flow in the freestream [ �M�y� > 1], the mode is known as

a supersonic mode, and additional physical phenomena are

encountered. A schematic similar to Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 2 for

the supersonic mode, which shows the same structures near the wall

as the subsonic mode. Below the first sonic line [ �M�ys1� � −1], the
disturbance propagates downstream supersonically with respect to

the mean flow, and the critical layer [ �M�yc� � 0] is outside of this
first sonic line. However, with the supersonic mode, a second relative

sonic line is included [ �M�ys2� � 1], outside of which the disturbance
travels upstream supersonically with respect to the mean flow. The

three distinct regions (two supersonic, one subsonic) have also been

described by Mack [6]. In the outer supersonic region, because there
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is no outer sonic line to reflect acoustic waves, the Mach-wave-like

structures are formed and can be approximated by μ ≈ arcsin�1∕ �M�.
For a neutral supersonic wave, this relation is exact. However,
because a nonneutral wave will have an imaginary component of the
wave number, the Mach wave angle for a nonneutral instability will
have a slightly different angle. The Mach-wave-like structures
visualized for the supersonic mode can be interpreted as acoustic
radiation away from the boundary layer; therefore, the supersonic
mode has also been referred to as the spontaneous radiation of sound
[14]. Again, however, the description of acoustic radiation only
applies to a neutral mode under the large-wave-number assumption
[6–8]. In reality, the large-wave-number assumption is inaccurate,
and there is an imaginary component of thewave number. Therefore,
the decaying waves outside of the boundary layer are not exact
acoustic waves but rather share qualitative characteristics to
acoustic waves.
Despite the existence of the supersonic mode being known since

the mid-1980s by Mack [6,15], Reshotko in the early 1990s [1], and
Chang et al. in 1997 [16], the general consensus was that the
supersonic mode is insignificant due to its smaller disturbance
amplification rate than the second mode and because the supersonic
mode is an artifact of highly cooledwalls. Therefore, few studies have
been performed directly analyzing the supersonic mode, although it
has been encountered in many other studies [14,17–23]. Even with
the recent resurgence in interest in the supersonic mode sparked by
Bitter and Shepherd [24], most studies [25–30] have shown a weaker
supersonic mode than the traditional second mode. However, based
onEdwards andTumin’s [27] finding of the supersonicmode on a hot
wall with chemical effects, the effect of wall temperature on the
supersonic mode in thermochemical nonequilbrium flow must be
reevaluated. Furthermore, Mortensen [31] discovered the supersonic
mode in Mach 20 thermochemical nonequilibrium flow over very
blunt cones and determined the supersonic mode to have a
significantly higher sustained growth rate than the second mode for

nose radii greater than approximately 36 mm. Such a finding is novel
and raises concerns of a dominant supersonic mode existing in other
seldom-studied (but still practically relevant) flows. Therefore, a
comprehensive examination of the supersonic mode’s impact on
transition to turbulence must be performed.
The goals of this study are to contribute a small piece to the overall

understanding of the supersonic mode through examining the effect of
a hot wall versus a cold wall using thermochemical nonequilibrium
DNS and linear stability theory (LST) analysis of a blunt (1-mm-
radius) axisymmetric cone in high-enthalpy flow. Previous works by
the authors haveverified the LSTandDNS are capable of capturing the
supersonic mode [28] and verified the supersonic mode’s existence in
hot-wall high-enthalpy flow [29]. This work is a continuation of the
authors’ overall goal of determining the envelope of flow conditions
leading to the supersonic mode and its impact on transition to
turbulence. Specifically, here the impact of wall temperature ratio on
the supersonic mode at high-enthalpy conditions is examined.

II. Simulation Conditions

The flow conditions for this study are summarized in Table 1 and
are intended to be similar to those used by Edwards and Tumin [27].
The geometry is a 5 deg half-angle axisymmetric blunt cone 1 m in
length with a nose radius of 1 mm. The DNS simulations used 256

Fig. 1 Visualization of neutral secondmode similar to [1,3,5,6] assuming largewavenumber.Reflectionat the sonic line changeswaves fromcompression
to expansion and vice versa.

Fig. 2 Visualization of neutral supersonic mode in large-wave-number limit. Reflection at �M�ys1� � −1 changes waves from compression to expansion
and vice versa.

Table 1 Flow conditions for DNS simulations

Parameter Case 1 Case 2

M∞ 10 10
H0;∞,MJ∕kg 14.78 14.78
ρ∞, kg∕m3 1.91 × 10−2 1.91 × 10−2

p∞, kPa 4 4
Tw, K 1000 300
Tw∕T∞ 1.43 0.43
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points in the wall-normal direction and roughly five points per

millimeter on the surface of the cone in the streamwise direction. In
the azimuthal direction, four points are used. LST simulations

interpolated the DNS mean flow onto the LST grid defined by the

stretching methods discussed in the following sections.
Aswill be explained in the following sections, theDNS code used in

this study uses a shock-fitting method. Thus, the parameters in Table 1

are the freestream conditions upstream of the shock formed over the

body. It should be noted that the wall temperatures in both case 1 and
case 2 are less than the adiabatic wall temperature. However, as Bitter

and Shepherd [24] have shown, thewall temperature ratiowith respect

to the boundary-layer edge temperature is an important parameter
affecting the supersonic mode. Therefore, case 1 is denoted a “hot

wall” because the wall temperature is greater than the boundary-layer

edge temperature. Similarly, case 2 is a “cold wall” because the wall
temperature is less than the boundary-layer edge temperature.

III. Governing Equations and Gas Model

The governing equations for the DNS and LST codes are those

developed by Mortensen and Zhong [32–36] and Mortensen [37],

which are formulated for thermochemical nonequilibrium assuming
a two-temperature model. Their formulation is highlighted here for

clarity. The rotational mode is assumed to be fully excited with up to

11 nonionizing species with finite-rate chemistry. Two temperatures
are used to represent translation–rotation energy and vibration

energy. There are two species models: an 11-species model (N2, O2,

NO,C3,CO2,C2, CO, CN, N, O, and C) used for ablation studies and
a five-speciesmodel (N2,O2, NO, N, andO) used to simulate air. The

five-species model is used here. The Navier–Stokes equations in

conservative form consist of five species mass conservation
equations, three momentum conservation equations, the total energy

equation, and thevibration energy equation. Thegoverning equations

in vector form are written as

∂U
∂t

� ∂Fj

∂xj
� ∂Gj

∂xj
� W (1)

where U is the state vector of conserved quantities, W is the source

terms, and Fj and Gj are the inviscid and viscous flux vectors,
respectively. For further details of the governing equations and

thermochemical model, see the work of Knisely and Zhong [28–30]

and Mortensen [37].

IV. Numerical Methods

A. Direct Numerical Simulation

The thermochemical nonequilibrium code developed by

Mortensen and Zhong [32–36] and Mortensen [37] uses a fifth-
order upwind explicit shock-fitting method to compute the flowfield

between the shock and the body. The numerical method is not

repeated here for brevity. For shock-fitting computations, the shock
location is not known a priori, and so its position is solved along with

the flowfield. Because the shock position is not stationary, the grid

used to compute the flowfield is a function of time.
Conditions behind the shock are calculated from Rankine–

Hugoniot relations. In the freestream, the flow is assumed to be in

thermal equilibrium, and the chemical composition of the flow is
frozen. The shock is assumed to be infinitely thin, which means

that the flow has no time to relax as it crosses the shock because

relaxation rates are finite. This leads to the chemical composition

remaining constant across the shock as well as the vibration
temperature. Because neither process has any time to relax across

the shock, the relaxation zone is entirely downstream of the shock.

A complete derivation of thermochemical nonequilibrium shock
fitting can be found in Prakash et al. [38]. A low-storage first-order

Runge–Kutta method from Williamson [39] is used to advance the

solution in time.

B. Linear Stability Theory

The linear stability analysis used here is largely based on the LST

code developed by Mortensen [37]; however, here the assumption of

zero wall-normal velocity is relaxed (i.e., �v ≠ 0), and freestream

boundary conditions incorporating a shock at the computational

boundary are used. The modified LST code has been verified by

Knisely and Zhong [28]. The LST equations are derived from the

governing equations [Eq. (1)], in which the instantaneous flow is

composed of a mean and fluctuating component. The instantaneous
flow is then substituted into the governing equations, in which the

steady flow is assumed to satisfy the governing equations and is

subtracted out. The mean flow is assumed to be a function of y only,
and the flow disturbances are assumed to be small (i.e., linear). The

perturbations are then assumed to be in the form of a normal mode

described by q 0 � q̂�y� exp�i�αx� βz − ωt��, in which ω is the

circular frequency of the disturbance, and α and β are the wave

numbers. For comparison to direct numerical simulation, the spatial

stability approach is used, i.e., α is complex, which results in the
dispersion relation α � Ω�ω; β�. Substituting in the normal mode

form for the perturbation reduces the problem for a species model

with ns species to a coupled set of ns� 5 ordinary differential

equations:

�
A

d2

dy2
� B

d

dy
� C

�
ϕ � 0 (2)

where ϕ � �ρ̂1; ρ̂2; : : : ; ρ̂ns; û; v̂; ŵ; T̂; T̂V �T , and A, B, and C are

complex square matrices of size ns� 5. This is now a boundary-

value problem, in which the derivative operators can be discretized

and the equations solved numerically.
For hypersonic compressible boundary layers, it is important tohave

high grid resolution near the generalized inflection point [4]. The grid

used here clusters points around the inflection point and near the wall

and more evenly distributes points in the freestream [28] to capture

the oscillatory behavior of the supersonic mode eigenfunctions.

Structuring the grid in such a way retains the benefits of capturing the

sharp increases in eigenfunctions at the wall and at the generalized
inflection point, while adding additional resolution in the freestream

and near the outer edge boundary.
With the grid defined, Eq. (2) can be transformed into computational

space, and a numerical representation of the derivatives can be given.

The first and second derivative operators in thewall-normal direction

are discretized by taking derivatives of Lagrange polynomials in

physical space. Here, a five-point stencil is used, resulting in a fourth-
order method similar to the one used by Malik [40].
After discretization, nonlinearities exist in α, and so the global

method suggested by Malik [40] is used to compute the eigenvalue

spectrum with α2 � 0. This method computes the eigenvalues

from a generalized eigenvalue problem ~Aϕ � α ~Bϕ, where the

LAPACK [41] subroutine ZGGEVis used here for solution. From the

eigenvalue spectrum, an initial guess can be obtained for the local

method, which results in �Aϕ � �B, and the eigenvalue is found

iteratively without dropping the α2 terms. The LAPACK subroutine

ZGESV is used to solve the local problem. It is also possible to avoid

the computationally intensive global method and obtain an initial

guess for α from a nearby streamwise location or a DNS simulation,

assuming that the unsteady DNS results are available.
Boundary conditions are required for the freestream and the wall.

The wall boundary conditions at the wall are a noncatalytic high-

order pressure extrapolation condition, assuming zeromass flux from

the wall and zero temperature perturbation for both temperatures,

although more complex surface boundary conditions can be used for

ablation studies [33,37]. In the freestream, the shock boundary

conditions developed by Knisely and Zhong [28] are used.
LST gives information about what disturbance frequencies are

unstable and the corresponding growth rates of those frequencies, but

there is no information on the amplitude of the incoming disturbance.

To estimate boundary-layer transition using LST, the eN transition

criterion is used, which is defined as
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eN � A�s�
A0

� exp

�Z
s

s0

−αi�s; f� ds
�

(3)

where A�s� is the integrated disturbance amplitude, A0 is the initial
disturbance amplitude, s0 is the location where the disturbance first
becomes unstable, and αi is the spatial amplification rate obtained
from LST. The integration is performed for a constant frequency f
and is done numerically using trapezoidal integration. Note that a
negative imaginary part of the wave number α results in disturbance
growth, whereas a positive value results in disturbance decay. The

N-factor is specifically the exponent of eN . In-flight transition
N-factors are commonly understood to be around 10. Malik [42]
showed that 9.5 and 11.2 correlated with transition onset for
two high-Mach-number flight tests. In ground-test facilities, the
transition N-factor is usually lower.

V. Steady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

A. Case 1 Steady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

Steady DNS translation–rotation temperature, vibration temper-
ature, and mass fraction contours for the nose region of the cone
in case 1 are shown in Fig. 3. The upper half of Fig. 3a is
translation–rotation temperature T, and the lower half is vibration
temperature TV . Figure 3a indicates that the flow is in thermal
nonequilibrium in the nose region. Similarly, themass fractions ofN2

and O2 are shown in the upper and lower halves of Fig. 3b,
respectively. Figure 3b indicates that the flow is in chemical
nonequilibrium. Specifically, O2 dissociation is the predominant
reaction in this flowfield, whereasN2 does not dissociate as severely.
Farther downstream, the nonequilibrium effects weaken; however,

there is still significant vibrational and chemical effects. Figure 4

shows the boundary-layer profiles for temperature, vibration
temperature, tangential velocity, and species density ofN2 andO2 at a
streamwise distance from the stagnation point of s � 0.4, far
downstream of the region shown in Fig. 3. Hereafter, y denotes the
wall-normal distance, and u denotes the component of velocity
tangential to the surface of the cone. The mean flow does not reach
thermal equilibrium in the freestream, and the species densities of
N2 and O2 species vary in the freestream, thus demonstrating the
necessity of accounting for nonequilibrium effects in these types
of flows.

B. Case 2 Steady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

The steady DNS translation–rotation temperature, vibration
temperature, and mass fraction contours for the nose region of the
cone for case 2 are shown in Fig. 5. Similar nonequilibrium effects
occur in case 2 as in case 1 because only the wall temperature is
varied. Figure 5a indicates that the flow is in thermal nonequilibrium
in the nose region, and Fig. 5b indicates that the flow is in chemical
nonequilibrium. Again, O2 dissociation is the predominant reaction
in this flowfield, whereas N2 does not dissociate as severely.
Farther downstream, the boundary-layer profiles (Fig. 6) indicate

that case 2 is in thermal nonequilibrium in the freestream, similar to
the previous case. However, the species densities ofN2 andO2 appear
to change in magnitude much more than in case 1, suggesting that
chemical effects play a larger role near thewall due to the cold wall in
case 2.

VI. Linear Stability Theory Results

For both case 1 and case 2 the freestream values used in
nondimensionalizing the LST results were u�∞ � 5303 m∕s,

Fig. 3 Case 1 (hotwall), steady flowfield contours in nose region: a) upper half:T, lower half:TV; and b) upper half:mass fraction ofN2, lower half:mass
fraction of O2.

Fig. 4 Case 1 (hot wall), mean flow boundary-layer profiles at s � 0.4 m: a) u, T, and TV; and b) species density ρs of N2 and O2 species.
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ρ�∞ � 0.01991 kg∕m3, and μ�∞ � 3.320 × 10−5 �kg ⋅m�∕s, inwhich
the nondimensional phase speed is defined as

cr �
�ω�∕u�∞�����������������
β2 � α2r

p

whereω� � 2πf is the dimensional circular frequency, and u�∞ is the
freestream velocity upstream of the shock.
The nomenclature for hypersonic boundary-layer instability

modes has evolved throughout the decades, and so it is pertinent to
describe the first and second modes with respect to Fedorov and
Tumin’s [43] contemporary notation using mode F1 and mode S in
conjunction with the continuous modes: the fast and slow acoustic,
entropy, and vorticity spectra. Mode S and mode F1 are discrete
modes that originate in the slow and fast acoustic spectra,
respectively, at the leading edge of the body. The first mode is a
viscous instability and occurs when mode S has an unstable region
before synchronization with mode F1. Synchronization is defined as
two modes having the same phase speed, regardless of growth rate.
The first mode is the compressible analog of Tollmien–Schlichting
waves, and in hypersonic flows, the first mode can be completely
stabilized with increasing Mach number. The second mode is an
inviscid instability and occurs downstream of synchronization of
mode S with mode F1. Either mode S or mode F1 can become
unstable after synchronization while the other is stabilized [43].
Farther downstream on the body, the higher-frequencymodes F2, F3,
etc., behave similar to mode F1 and can synchronize with mode S,
leading to the third, fourth, and higher Mack modes. However, the
third and higher modes are decreasing in amplitude from the second
mode [4]; therefore, the focus of the majority of hypersonic
boundary-layer transition studies is on the second mode.

A. Case 1 Linear Stability Theory Results

Linear stability theory (LST) calculations for case 1 were

performed by Knisely and Zhong [29]; some important results are
highlighted here. The phase speed and growth rate curves for f �
600 kHz are shown in Fig. 7. LSTpredictions indicated a stablemode
F1 and an unstable mode S for case 1, meaning that there was no

unstable supersonic mode expected because the mode S phase speed

does not go below the slow acoustic wave speed cr � 1 − 1∕M∞. It
should be noted that the discontinuity in mode F1 is due to the LST

solver not resolving the discrete mode in the vicinity of the entropy/

vorticity spectra near cr � 1. Because of the iterative method of
solution, the discrete mode gets “lost” in the continuous spectrum.

However, the solver is still able to resolve the mode S and mode F1
synchronization location near s � 0.5 m.
For a complete picture of the second mode, the stability of mode S

for a range of frequencies over the entire length of the cone was
computed, resulting in the neutral stability map for mode S (Fig. 8a).

The neutral stability map indicates the locations and frequencies at
whichmode S is unstable. The region of instability of the secondmode

is the area inside the thick black curve. At the lowest frequencies and

near the nose of the cone (left-hand side of Fig. 8a), the numerical
solver is not stable, and a physical solution is not obtained. The

maximumoverall growth rate occurs at approximately s � 0.24 m at a

frequency of f � 840 kHz. Because mode S is the unstable mode for
these conditions, there can exist higher modes that are amplified.

Specifically, the third mode is apparent in the upper-right corner of
Fig. 8a. The thirdmode is visible after the synchronization of mode F2

withmodeS; however, the synchronization is not sufficient tomake the

third mode unstable. The second mode is significantly more amplified
and is the predicted cause of transition. To relate the mode S instability

to empirical estimates of transition to turbulence, the N-factor curve

Fig. 6 Case 2 (cold wall), mean flow boundary-layer profiles at s � 0.4 m: a) u, T, and TV; and b) species density ρs of N2 and O2 species.

Fig. 5 Case 2 (coldwall), steady flowfield contours in nose region: a) upperhalf:T, lowerhalf:TV; andb) upperhalf:mass fractionofN2, lowerhalf:mass
fraction of O2.
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was calculated, shown in Fig. 8b. A maximum N-factor of
approximately 6 due to a frequency off � 475 kHz is achieved by the
end of the 1-m-long cone.

B. Case 2 Linear Stability Theory Results

The phase speed and growth rate curves for case 2 at f � 700 kHz
are shown in Fig. 9. LST predictions indicate a stablemode F1 and an
unstable mode S for case 2, similar to case 1. Again, this means that
there is no unstable supersonic mode expected because the mode S
phase speed does not go below the slow acoustic wave speed
cr � 1 − 1∕M∞.

The neutral stability map for mode S (Fig. 10a) was computed for
case 2. Because of the cold wall destabilizing mode S, the third mode
is actually unstable in case 2, whereas it was stable in case 1.
However, the third mode amplitude is significantly weaker than the
second mode, and therefore the second mode is still the predicted
cause of transition. The regions of instability of the second and third
modes are the areas inside the thick black curves. The overall
maximum growth rate occurs at approximately s � 0.25 m at a
frequency of f � 860 kHz. The second-mode instability leads to an
N-factor of approximately 5 by the end of the 1-m-long cone
(Fig. 10b).

Fig. 8 Case 1 (hot wall), LST stability results: a) neutral contour, and b) N-factor curve.

Fig. 9 Case 2 (cold wall), LST phase speed and growth rate for modes F1, F2, and S at f � 700 kHz: a) phase speed, and b) growth rate.

Fig. 7 Case 1 (hot wall), LST phase speed and growth rate for modes F1 and S at f � 600 kHz: a) phase speed, and b) growth rate.
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VII. Unsteady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

To study stability using DNS, it is required that the mean flow be

perturbed to study the growth, or decay, of the perturbation. Here, the

flow is perturbed with a suction/blowing slot at the cone surface. The

equation for the mass flux of the slot is

ρv�x; t� 0w � ϵb�ρu�∞ exp

�
−
�t − μb�2

2σ2b

�
sin

�
2π�x − xb�

lb

�
(4)

where lb is the length of the slot, xb is the center of the slot measured

from the leading edge of the cone, ϵb scales the function, μb shifts the
Gaussian component to avoid negative times, and σb adjusts the

spectral content of the function. Notice the time-dependent Gaussian

portion of the function. When transformed to frequency space, this

yields a continuous range of frequencies with nonzero amplitudes,

making this particular approach for perturbing the mean flow an

effective strategy when studying a wide range of frequencies.
The parameters for the unsteady pulse, given by Eq. 4, are

summarized in Table 2. The Gaussian pulse and its Fourier transform

(Fig. 11) show the majority of the frequency content if the pulse is

below 1.2 MHz. The same pulse parameters are used for case 1 and

case 2.

A. Case 1 Unsteady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

The evolution of the Gaussian pulse in case 1 is visualized in

Fig. 12 using snapshots in time of contours of the pressure

perturbation normalized by the local mean flow pressure (Δp∕p).
The same value at the surface of the cone is included to more clearly

visualize the growth of disturbances. The traditional second-mode

growth can be seen in Fig. 12a between x � 0.65 and x � 0.7 m.

However, contrary to the LST predictions, the start of the

spontaneous radiation of sound appears in Fig. 12a for x < 0.65 m.
When the pulse travels farther downstream, the spontaneous

radiation of sound becomes much more apparent, shown in Fig. 12b.

In particular, the sound radiation is shown very clearly between

x � 0.73 m and x � 0.87 m. Further Fourier decomposition

analysis is required to determine whether or not this sound radiation

is an artifact of the supersonic mode. Fast Fourier transform (FFT)

enables computation of the disturbance phase speed and growth rate,

which can be compared to LST. Furthermore, for a fixed frequency,

an eigenfunction can be computed from the DNS and compared to

LST eigenfunctions. A combination of these methods can be used to

identify qualitatively the modal composition of the disturbance in the

absence of a multimode decomposition technique.

An FFTwas performed on the time history of the surface pressure

perturbation at all streamwise locations, resulting in the contour map

in Fig. 13a. This contour shows themost unstable excited frequencies

due to the Gaussian pulse. The neutral stability curve predicted by

LST from Fig. 8a is overlaid in Fig. 13a for comparison. The

most amplified frequency from the Gaussian pulse is approximately

f � 475 kHz and appears most prominently for s > 0.95 m. This
result agrees remarkablywell with theN-factor results fromLST. The

FFT results follow the LST predictions reasonably closely, despite

the absence of the radiation of sound in theLSTresults. It is likely that

Fig. 10 Case 2 (cold wall) LST stability results: a) neutral contour, and b) N-factor curve.

Table 2 Gaussianpulse parameters for unsteadyDNS

ϵb μb σb xb lb

1E − 4 3E − 6 3E − 7 0.1 m 0.002 m

Fig. 11 Gaussian pulse for unsteady DNS: a) nondimensional mass flux amplitude, and b) frequency content of pulse.
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the amplitude of the supersonic mode is relatively weak in this flow,
and the traditional second mode is the dominant instability.
It is useful to compare the FFT results to those obtained by

Chuvakhov and Fedorov [25] for a cold-wall flat plate. Although the
wall temperature ratio and blowing/suction slot are different from
those of the current study, similar trends are observed for their
supersonic mode. The Fourier transform of the unsteady pressure
perturbation versus frequency for fixed streamwise locations is
shown in Fig. 13b. Near the blowing/suction actuator (s ≤ 0.201 m),
the curve shape is similar to a bell curve.However, as the pulse travels
downstream, the frequency content shifts and becomes asymmet-
rical. At each location s ≥ 0.252 m, there is a dominant peak with at

least one smaller amplitude peak occurring at a higher frequency than

the dominant frequency. Chuvakhov and Fedorov [25] also obtained

similar results for their study, in which they noted that, rather than the

typical bell-shaped curves, multiple peaks are formed. Chuvakhov

and Fedorov [25] observed three peaks at most in their FFT, which

largely agrees with the results presented in Fig. 13b.
It is possible to determine the growth rate and phase speed of an

unsteady disturbance in DNS. The Fourier decomposed perturbation

variables can be used to reconstruct the perturbation flowfield via

ϕ 0�x; y; t� � Δϕ�x; y� exp�i�ψ�x; y� − 2πft�� (5)

Fig. 12 Case 1 (hot wall), snapshots in time of pressure perturbation Δp∕p contours and surface pressure perturbation from Gaussian pulse.
Δt � 5.246E − 5s.
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where ϕ 0 is the perturbation of some variable,Δϕ is the amplitude of

that variable, ψ is the corresponding phase angle, and f represents a

single dimensional frequency. The response of the entire flowfield for

a particular frequency as a result of the unsteady pulse can be given

directly by Eq. (5), provided that FFT data are available for all data

points in the flowfield.
The FFT of the entire flowfield was performed and is shown in

Fig. 14 for 700 kHz. There is a clear extension of the disturbance

outside of the boundary layer, which is typical of the supersonic

mode. The onset of the radiation into the freestream for f � 700 kHz
is near x � 0.35 m. For the f � 700 kHz frequency, there is a clear
amplification in the freestream for x > 0.7 m, whereas there is very

little amplification near the wall in this region.
Multiple boundary-layer modes are present simultaneously in

DNS; however, as one mode becomes dominant, it is possible to

derive growth rate, wave number, and phase speed equations for a

given frequency f from Eq. (5), resulting in

−αi �
1

Δϕ�f�
d

ds
Δϕ�f� (6)

αr �
d

ds
ψ�f� (7)

cr �
2πf

αr
(8)

where s is the streamwise coordinate, Δϕ�f� represents a variable

amplitude at frequency f, and ψ�f� represents the corresponding

phase angle at frequency f. Similar to previous researchers [44], the

surface pressure perturbations from DNS are used to compute −αi
and cr.
The phase speed and growth rate calculated from DNS are

compared to the LST predictions for a frequency of f � 700 kHz in
Fig. 15. The DNSmatches the LST predictions reasonably well, with
a few areas of exception. TheDNSandLSTmodeS results are similar
in the region 0.35 < s < 0.4 m due to mode S being the dominant
mode, although the DNS phase speed is slower than that predicted by
LST, and the DNS growth rate is larger than that predicted by LST.

Downstream of s � 0.45 m, the DNS results oscillate about the LST
mode S predictions for both phase speed and growth rate. This
oscillatory behavior is the result of multiple modes existing
simultaneously in the DNS simulation that are ignored in LST.
However, the agreement between DNS and LST is still strong,
considering the largely different methods used to obtain the results.
This extension of the disturbance into the freestream is typical of

the supersonic mode. However, upon closer inspection of the growth

rate, phase speed, and eigenfunctions of the DNS results, it is
apparent that the dominant mode S is not the cause of the sound
radiation. Rather, it is the collective nonlinear interaction of mode S,
mode F1, and the slow acoustic spectrum that causes the supersonic
mode in this case.
The eigenfunctions between LST and DNS can be compared to

determine qualitatively the presence of multiple modes. The pressure
eigenfunctions at f � 700 kHz were compared to the LST mode S,

mode F1, and mode F2 predictions at different streamwise locations,
shown in Fig. 16. Locations for eigenfunction comparison were
selected to be just downstream of the synchronization of mode Swith
mode F1 (s � 0.35 m) and in the region where cr < 1 − 1∕M∞
(s � 0.45 m). The third location was selected based on Fig. 14, in

which there are two distinct wall-normal locations of amplification

Fig. 13 Case 1 (hot wall), FFT of unsteady surface pressure perturbation: a) contour map representation, and b) FFT amplitude as a function of f .

Fig. 14 Case 1 (hot wall), FFT of unsteady pressure perturbation at all points in the flowfield for f � 700 kHz.
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(s � 0.6 m). At s � 0.35 m, the synchronization of mode S with
mode F1 causes minimal oscillatory behavior in the freestream. The
DNS pressure eigenfunction is a close match to the LST mode S
prediction, suggesting the dominance of mode S in the flow at
this location. At s � 0.45 m, the DNS phase speed is supersonic
(cr < 1 − 1∕M∞); however, the DNS and LST mode S
eigenfunctions do not exhibit any oscillatory behavior outside the
boundary layer. Mode F1, however, exhibits strongly oscillatory
behavior in the freestream due to its proximity to the slow acoustic
spectrum, but nevertheless it is predicted to be stable. Furthermore,
the DNS eigenfunction qualitatively lies between the LST mode S
andmode F1 eigenfunctions, suggesting a contribution ofmode F1 to
the disturbance that did not exist upstream. Becausemode F1was not
able to be resolved between 0.3 < s < 0.4 m, it is possible that the

interaction of the unstable mode S, stable mode F1, and slow
acoustic spectrum cause a nonlinear excitation of the disturbance,
resulting in the brief radiation of sound shown in Fig. 14. This
interaction is similar to the interaction of mode F1 or mode F2 and
the fast acoustic spectrum discussed by Ma and Zhong [44–46].
When the phase speed of the acoustic mode and the stable discrete
mode are nearly equal, a resonant interaction can occur. Although
the boundary-layer modes are stable, this interaction can cause the
disturbance to amplify. Rather than causing the mode to become
unstable, the resonant interaction acts as a source/forcing term,
which is neglected in LST. Therefore, the supersonic mode is found
in DNS due to the brief resonant interaction between mode S, mode
F1, and the slow acoustic spectrum acting as a forcing term to the
disturbance.

Fig. 15 Case 1 (hot wall), comparison of DNS to LST phase speed and growth rate at f � 700 kHz: a) phase speed cr, and b) growth rate −αi.

Fig. 16 Case 1 (hot wall), comparison of DNS to LST pressure eigenfunction at f � 700 kHz at different streamwise locations.
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At s � 0.45 m, the mode S and DNS growth rates are near zero,

and no significant unstable supersonic mode S exists. Interestingly,

however, the eigenfunction at s � 0.6 m displays a clear second peak
that is not predicted by LST, despite a subsonic phase speed and a

negative growth rate. It is possible that this behavior in DNS is the

result of the brief radiation of sound upstreamof this location. In other
words, it is likely that, somewhere between 0.3 < s < 0.4 m, there is a

modal energy exchange causing a resonant amplification of the stable

mode F1 disturbance. This interaction acts as a source term and

causes sound to radiate away from the wall. The sound radiation
outside of the boundary layer continues to travel downstream, and its

amplitude becomes slowly damped. Near the wall, however, the

resonant interaction quickly ceases, mode F1 is stable, and mode S
becomes stable as well, causing the disturbance amplitude to

Fig. 17 Case 2 (cold wall), snapshots in time of pressure perturbation Δp∕p contours and surface pressure perturbation from Gaussian pulse.
Δt � 5.181E − 5s.
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decrease. This scenario would explain the sound radiation in the
freestream and the decay of the perturbation at the wall observed in
Fig. 14. This type of modal interaction is indeed very similar to the
creation of the supersonic mode; however, it is not predicted by LST
because of the assumption that each mode acts independently. In the
creation of the supersonic mode, the discrete mode undergoes
significant modulation and can be predicted by LST. However,
the discrete mode S does not have a supersonic phase speed
(cr < 1 − 1∕M∞), and mode F1 is predicted to be stable by LST.
Therefore, because the supersonic mode in this flow is the result of
the interaction of modes, it is not expected that the radiation of sound
will be apparent with the current LST formulation. It is possible,
however, that other nonlinear PSE solversmay resolve the supersonic
mode in this flow.
In other flows where mode F1 is predicted to be unstable by LST

(see Knisely and Zhong [28]), the supersonic mode can be resolved
by LST. However, whenmode S is predicted to be unstable by LST, it
is possible that a nonlinear interaction of modes can lead to the
supersonic mode. When this is the case, the current LST formulation
fails to predict the supersonic mode, and other methods, such as DNS
or nonlinear PSE, must be used to resolve the supersonic mode. To
investigate the relative contribution of each mode to the DNS
disturbance, a multimode decomposition using methods and tools
developed by Gaydos and Tumin [47] and Miselis et al. [48] must be
performed.

B. Case 2 Unsteady Direct Numerical Simulation Results

Similar to case 1, the evolution of the Gaussian pulse in case 2 is
visualized in Fig. 17 using snapshots in time of contours of Δp∕p,
with the waveform representing the same value at the surface of the
cone. The traditional second-mode growth can be seen in Fig. 17a
between x � 0.71 and x � 0.77 m. However, again contrary to the
LST predictions, the start of the spontaneous radiation of sound

appears in Fig. 17a for x < 0.71 m. When the pulse travels farther
downstream, the spontaneous radiation of sound becomes much
more apparent, shown in Fig. 17b. In particular, the sound radiation is
shown very clearly between x � 0.7 m and x � 0.95 m. The
magnitude of the surface pressure perturbation in this region of sound
radiation (near x � 0.89 m) is actually larger than the traditional
second mode (x > 0.95 m), which is not observed in case 1. Further
Fourier decomposition analysis is performed to compare the DNS
perturbation to the LST results.
An FFTwas performed on the time history of the surface pressure

perturbation at all streamwise locations, resulting in the contour map
in Fig. 18a. The neutral stability curve predicted by LST from
Fig. 10a is overlaid in Fig. 18a for comparison. The FFT contour
generally follows the LST prediction; however, the FFT shows
streaky behavior, with certain frequencies being amplified
significantly more than their neighboring frequencies. It is possible
that this selective frequency amplification is an artifact of the
supersonic mode, as suggested by Chuvakhov and Fedorov [25].
Indeed, when visualizing the FFT data versus frequency for fixed
streamwise locations (Fig. 18b), there appear multiple peak
frequencies for each fixed streamwise location, just as observed by
Chuvakhov and Fedorov [25].
The FFT of the entire flowfield was performed and is shown in

Fig. 19 for 500 kHz. There is a clear amplification in the freestream
for x > 0.7 m, whereas there is still some amplification near the wall
in this region, as opposed to the disturbance near thewall decaying in
case 1. This indicates a longer region of sound radiation in case 2
than case 1. To determine the modal composition of the
disturbance, comparisons to LST phase speed, growth rate, and
pressure eigenfunctions are made in the absence of a multimode
decomposition technique.
The phase speed and growth rate calculated from DNS are

compared to the LST predictions for a frequency of f � 500 kHz in

Fig. 18 Case 2 (cold wall), FFT of unsteady surface pressure perturbation: a) contour map representation, and b) FFT amplitude as a function of f .

Fig. 19 Case 2 (cold wall), FFT of unsteady pressure perturbation at all points in the flowfield for f � 500 kHz.
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Fig. 20. The DNS matches the LST predictions reasonably well for

0.4 < s < 0.75 m, with significant oscillations in both phase speed

and growth rate for s < 0.4 m and s > 0.75 m. In the region

0.4 < s < 0.75 m, theDNSgrowth rate and phase speed are similar to
the LSTmode S growth rate and phase speed. However, downstream

of s � 0.75 m, the DNS phase speed continues to follow the

supersonic mode F1 phase speed, rather than the dominant mode S.

This type of situation is atypical. There are multiple competing

modes in DNS; however, there is usually a single dominant mode in

this region of instability. In this particular case, the resonant

interaction between mode S, mode F1, and the slow acoustic

spectrum is strong enough to cause mode F1 to become the dominant
instability over mode S. Therefore, the DNS phase speed and growth

rate oscillations for s > 0.75 m are centered about the supersonic

(yet stable according to LST) mode F1. This region of supersonic

disturbance propagation causes the sound radiation observed in

Figs. 17 and 19.
Comparing the pressure eigenfunctions from DNS to the LST

mode F1 and mode S can aid in identifying the dominant mode in the
DNS. Eigenfunction comparisons presented in Fig. 21 at f �
500 kHz are made at two locations: s � 0.65 m, where mode S is

predicted to be unstable and subsonic, and s � 0.8 m, where mode S

and F1 have just synchronized with the slow acoustic spectrum. At

s � 0.65 m, the DNS and LST mode S eigenfunctions match well

(Fig. 21a), indicating that mode S is the dominant mode in this

location. Just after synchronization with the slow acoustic spectrum

at s � 0.8 m, the agreement between DNS and LST is not as strong
(Fig. 21b). The DNS eigenfunction appears to be in between the LST

mode S and F1 eigenfunctions, indicating that both modes

may be represented in the DNS perturbation. However, the DNS

eigenfunction appears to more closely follow the LST mode F1

prediction, particularly for y < 0.002 m, indicating the significant

contribution of the supersonic mode F1 to the DNS perturbation.

Again, similar to case 1, there is a modal energy exchange causing
a resonant amplification of the stable mode F1 disturbance, which
acts as a source term and causes sound to radiate away from the wall.
However, in case 2, the amplification of mode F1 is significantly
greater than in case 1, causing this brief supersonic mode to actually
have higher magnitude than the traditional second mode. The higher
magnitude of the supersonic mode is attributed to the colder wall in
case 2. Such a high-magnitude resonant amplification has not yet
been observed and requires further in-depth study. Although the
conclusion for case 2 in particular is that a resonant trimodal
interaction between mode F1, mode S, and the slow acoustic
spectrum causes the supersonic mode, it is suggested that this
mechanism for the creation of the supersonic mode can apply more
generally because it is not limited by LST assumptions.

VIII. Conclusions

The flow conditions considered here induced significant
thermochemical nonequilibrium in the flow downstream of the
stagnation point for both the hot- and cold-wall cases. For both case 1
(hot wall) and case 2 (cold wall), the LST results indicate that mode S
is the unstable mode, and therefore no unstable supersonic modewas
expected to exist. However, unsteady DNS results of both cases did
indicate the presence of sound radiation away from the wall, despite
LST predicting mode F1 to be stable and mode S to be subsonic.
Further FFT analysis indicated that this sound radiation was not due
to the dominant mode S directly but was actually due to the
interaction ofmode S andmode F1with the slow acoustic spectrum, a
subtle but important distinction. Because mode S is stable and
subsonic when this interaction occurs, most LST solvers will not
predict the radiative behavior and could affect boundary-layer
transition prediction. However, it is possible that other stability
solvers, in particular a nonlinear PSE solver, may resolve the
supersonic mode due to modal interactions.

Fig. 20 Case 2 (cold wall), comparison of DNS to LST phase speed and growth rate at f � 500 kHz: a) phase speed cr, and b) growth rate −αi.

Fig. 21 Case 2 (cold wall), comparison of DNS to LST pressure eigenfunctions at f � 500 kHz at different streamwise locations.
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Case 2 exhibited a significantly higher-magnitude supersonic
mode than case 1, which was attributed to the colder wall.
Surprisingly, the supersonic mode in case 2 actually had a higher
magnitude than the traditional second mode and could impact
transition unexpectedly if not accounted for. Comparison of the
DNS phase speed, growth rate, and eigenfunctions justified the
explanation that mode F1 became significantly excited while
supersonic, resulting in the radiation of sound from the boundary
layer. The supersonic mode due to modal interactions demonstrates
the need for combined LST and DNS studies such as the one
performed here. It is possible that the mechanism creating the
supersonic mode may not be thoroughly represented by LST or
linear PSE. Further theoretical studies are necessary to assess the
shortcomings of LST when studying the supersonic mode. Overall,
however, the results are consistent with previous research [24]
showing that a colder wall produces a stronger supersonic mode. In
both the hot- and cold-wall cases, the radiated sound from the wall
may have an impact on the stability of the boundary layer, and it is
possible that the sound radiation acts as an energy sink for the second
mode [25]. Transition prediction tools such as the eN method should
be used with caution when applied to hypersonic boundary layers
with the supersonic mode.
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